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Best 2nd level spells for arcane trickster



This guide is meant as a deep dive into the dorsal subclass, Vision Trickster. DnD 5e Rogue: You can find a complete overview of rogue classes here. For our full class guide, we use the following color rating scheme: Red will not contribute to the effect of character builds in all oranges, ok
option green is a good option Blue is a good option, amazing option that you should strongly consider this option for your character Sky Blue. If this option is not selected, if the character is not optimized for the subclass guide, the other options are described in the 5e Rogue Guide or other
subclass guides, so we mainly focus on blue and sky blue options. What is a vision trickster? Vision Tricksters are the 3D 3D 3D 3D 3000000000000000000000000000000 The learning spell of the mysterious trickster is mainly from the School of Magic and Fantasy. They are considered
semi-casters, only get order slots up to level 4 and have a maximum of 11 order slots at 20 levels. In addition to the ability to cast spells, Vision Tricksters also get Rugis abilities that can be used with spells. This includes the ability to steal knowledge of other casters' spells, including invisible
marge hands, the ability to penalize hidden time spell storage, and the ability to steal knowledge of other casters' spells. Strengths vision tricksters have a crazy amount of vitality. The incredible proficiency and expertise that rogue classes offer on demand make them available for any
situation. Also, like the Eldrich knight, Vision Trickster merges linear, martial arts classes with the options offered by magiccasters. This can lead to more gameplay and more unique combat scenarios.  Weakness ere is a very powerful base class to get you started. The ability to deal large,
massive damage, and avoid damage in any skill makes them the power to be considered even at the base level so that there are tons of shortcomings in vision tricksters. However, compared to other Loguchi archetypes, vision tricksters will lag behind in terms of raw damage. In addition,
the nature of spell casting is very limited, so there are better options for sneaky casters like Bards and Druids. Check out the DnD race guide for non-standard races before you start the race. Most races and subrases are limited by the settings and source material selected by DM. Elf: +2 for
proficiency in DEX, darkvision, and perceptual skills. Here's a great for all vision trickster high elves: informative here's a free cantrip from the LongBow Skilled and Wizard Order list. Int bonuses can be useful if you're playing Vision Trickster. Cantlips can be minor fantasies, marge hands, or
prestige, and they're all amazing to the dors. You're not going to be a vision trickster. Wood elves: Wooden elves are a stereotypical choice for the dorsal. Wis bonus (perceptual), longbow ability, higher than average walking speed, and ability to hide in nature. This brings skyrim stealth
archers to life. GNOME: +2 bonuses for DarkVision and INT are great for Vision Tricksters. Deep: The advantages of +1 to DEX, 120ft darkvision, and stealth inspection of rocky terrain are perfect. Forest: +1 DEX Bonus, and a solid base to build a minor fantasy free travel vision trickster
harping: +2 DEX bonus, and Lucky is an amazing choice for this vision trickster.  Lightfoot: +1 CHA gives you an advantage that will help with your facial skills and ability to hide behind larger party members and allows for more frequent stealthy attack damage. Stout and: +1 CON score
increase is robust and dock resistance helps. This sublacing is mainly performed by the basic harping statistics. Transform humans: +1 DEX and +1 INT are decent bases for vision tricksters. Another great advantage of free feats and techniques going along with a transformative human
background, we cover the best backgrounds for the gors in our 5e 3D guide, the only change will be: Hermit: Your pumping INT score can make both INT skills (medicine and religion) more viable. If your party cuts for clergy, this could be a solid option. Noble: History is a decent INT
technique, and persuasion is always useful. Sage: Pumped INT scores can make two Int technologies (Arcana and History) more viable. If the party hurts the wizard, it can be a definite option. Ability points increase (ASI) at levels 4, 8, 10, 12, 16, and 20. The dorsal is considered a sad
(single ability dependent) class, which means that most do very well by pumping dex and spreading the rest of their skill points as they choose to do so. Because the Vision Trickster's spell casting modifier is int, dumping the INT limits the effectiveness of the order, so it's a good place to
pump DEX, INT, and CON in order. STR: Leave heavy loads on your friends. Dex: The Ersties love Dex! You will get this at 20. CON: More hit points and better CON saves make the score less squishy. INT: This is a spell casting modifier. A solid INT score will help valuable order slots land
more often. WIS: Can help with WIS storage and perception. CHA: The gors can be a good character for a CHA technical check if necessary for your party. Rogue Class Progression Step 1 Hit Point: 5e Rogue Guide Save Reference: See 5e Rogue Guide Experts: See 5e Rogue Guide
Skills: Vision Trickster's Marge Son Legerdemain Uses Hand Sleight, which is even more important to vision tricksters. It is also worth noting, because of the vision trickster's high INT score, int order (Arcana, history, religion, nature) becomes more important. It would be worth it if you could
access one of your INT technical skills through race or background. Expertise: 5e Rogue Guide See Stealthy Attack: 5e Rogue Guide Thief's Cant See: 5e Rogue Guide Step 2 See Cunning Behavior: 5e Rogue Guide Reference 3 Level Log City Assay Archetype: Vision Trickster Source:
Player's Handbook Spellcasting: Spellcasting.... Spell! Select from a list of wizard magic and fantasy spells. The options are mainly functional rather than damage-oriented, but that's the case. At level 3, you can choose one of three spells from the School of Magic, and at level 8, 14, and 20,
all spells can be selected from all schools, so choose wisely! Our recommendations for ordering for vision tricksters are at the end of the article. Cantrips: Cantrips adds more utilities, especially if the party doesn't have another dedicated order caster.  Marge Hand Legerdemain: Not seeing
your marge hand is much better, especially considering you can get up to good in battle (with bonus action). Step 5 uncanny Dodge: 5e Dors guide See level 7 Dodge: 5e Dors Guide 9 See magic ambush: Affinity for stealth and pair really well with new talent for spell casting. Step 11
Trusted Talent: See 5e Rogue Guide Tier 13 Versatile Trickster: The benefits of attack rolls are more crits, more stealthy attacks, and therefore more damage. 14 Level Blind Sense: 5e Thief Guide 15 Level Slippery Mind Reference: 5e Thief Guide 17 Level Magic Thief Reference: This is a
kind of flimsy ability, especially since spells can only be level 1-4, limiting your INT usability in terms of dc save orders. When it hits, it's a great way to temporarily know how to cast useful spells, as well as prevent your opponent from re-casting. Find level 18: Lucky 5e Dors Guide See 20
level strokes: We cover the best achievements for the 5e dors in our 5e Dors Guide, see 5e Dors Guide Achievements, the only change will be: Choose a magic start: war wizard spell list and you will have access to Eldrich Blast with Can Trip, and hex with 1st step spelling. Eldritch Blast
won't do you a great favor because you can't use stealthy attacks, but Hex is a great way to increase damage. Elasticity (CON): Providing +1 CON can help in boosting HP because of sluggish heat dice. Mastery of CON saving throws helps keep you focused on ordering.  Warcaster: Most
thieves will have double wielding weapons to take advantage of the off-hand bonus action. This allows you to get your somantic orderpunky, so the warcaster is a great pickup. Warcasters can also trigger green flame blades or booming blades as opportunistic attacks, as well as provide an
advantage in concentration checks.  As mentioned above, Vision Trickster is limited to the wizard's magic and fantasy spell list, except for levels 3, 8, 14, and 20. Spells that are not magic or fantasy are marked with an asterisk (*) to make it easier to know which spells to take at the
aforementioned levels.  Vision Tricksters are maxed out on tier 4 spells when a character reaches level 19. Nevertheless, there are some good choices here to play fun in this build. In general, Vision Tricksters can benefit the most from spells that help combat in addition to direct damage.
As always, we think it would be most helpful to talk about our favorite orders at each level, to avoid anything. Cantlipsansplash: The first of many damages dealing with cantlips. This is always bad, but vision tricksters don't really want to have one of them. This includes a cold touch, a bolt of
fire, a ray of frost. Booming Blade: This can trip is a really good thing because it can be separated by a roader bonus action. You can attack and flee, and force the enemy to do damage if they want to pursue you. Green Flame Blade: It's a good thing to hit two enemies at once, but one
option for booming blades is a better choice. Marge Hand: You can automatically get this can trip, but fortunately you will find yourself in a vision trickster in many situations. Message: Because the 3D is often sneaked in ahead of time, you won't be able to communicate with the party,
especially if the playing group is disciplined for avoiding metageming.  Petty Fantasies: You can get your sneaky ridiculous creativity. If you are small enough you can hide behind the illusion. Pressdage: In the same vein as a minor illusion. There are so many utilities for everything a
character wants to unleash. This is generally not worth it. Step 1 Magic Charm Man: Another tool for the 3D Arsenal of Scam Tactics. Find Familiar*: If you choose Familiar Owl, this spell can be the most broken spell available to vision tricksters. Blow down the owl, and give the action of
help (for example, by distracting the enemy), then fly away without provoking an attack of chance with flyby ability. Help action gives you an advantage in the next attack, so you guess it.... Free sneak attacks! It's a little cheesy, but hey, it works. If your enemies can use ranged attacks,
expect DM to quickly spoil the fun. Terrible laughter: a good way of It's the enemy that causes you problems. Marge Armor*: You can't cast many spells with this dorsal build already, and Marge Armor is not where you want to be. Ac bonuses are negligible.  Shield *: AC doesn't help much
here, your reaction is better used for Uncanny Dodge. Silent Image: A stunning spell in a behind-the-air room that makes something in your environment and enables stealthy attacks. It does require concentration, but if the concentration is broken it's not hiding anyway.  Sleep: Sleep is
really good at low levels, but it struggles to expand into enemy HP. When you're level 5 or higher, performing non-lethal melee damage is a much more reliable way to take down enemies. Step 2 Order Blur: The dorsal is somewhat squishy. Take this order if you find yourself hurting a lot.
DarkVision*: If race doesn't come with Darkvision and allies can't give it to you in any way, you'll need to accept this spell. Fighting in the shadows makes stealthy attacks possible, but how are you going to do that if you can't see? Grab someone: Takes the enemy out of the fight, but if you
picked up a terrible laugh this would be redundant. Transparency: Why should I tell you why I want to make a target invisible? Misty Step*: Any class that can get its hands on the misty stage should consider picking it up strongly. Use it to line up stealthy attacks on the battlefield or to avoid
sticky situations. Shadow blade: Additional damage of a rare type of damage. It's also a solid way to pump up stealthy attacks by gaining automatic advantages in low-backs. Mirror Image: You can hit it more difficult. Level 3 Order Catnap: Catnap is by no means one of the best orders, but
the dorsal doesn't really want to fill the role of support class. The dorsals often find creative ways to make flying powerful. Haste*: Haste is universally loved by players and the lack of additional attacks can be a good thing for the Haul. However, using your own turn to immediately strengthen
yourself to have the concentration broken is devastating. If you're a bold type, go for it. Hypnosis Pattern: Crowd control is a desirable trait that complements any party. Key images: It's a better way to create illusions than minor illusions or silent images. There is so much you can do with this
order. Phantom Steed: Situational and not worth the ride in the spell slot. Level 4 Order Chaos: Decent crowd control if you find a party that lacks it. Dimension Statement *: Depending on the situation, it may be better than foggy steps. Big transparency: The best buff you can ask a dors.
Unlike weak opponents, attacks don't break your view. This is a must for any vision trickster build. Evad's Black Tentacles*: Crowd Control, Attack granting Suppressed Status for a sneak attack. Psychedelic Terrain: The usefulness of this spell is really limited, and other spells that you or
your party members can cast will have similar results. Phantom Killer: There is a possibility for loads of damage along with scary conditions, but by the time you can cast 4 level spells you probably want to spend your turn doing something else. Example Vision Trickster Build Step 1: Race:
High Elf Background: Charathan Ability Score: STR 8, DEX 15, CON 12, INT 15, WIS 10, CHA 10 Skill Skills: Perception, Stealth, Persuasion, Investigative Equipment: Shorts, ShortBow, Strength Pack, Leather Armor, Two Daggers, Thief's Tool Expertise: Stealth, Tardy Sneak Attack Thief
Cant Step 2: Level: Level: Level 3: Arch type, Green Flame Blade Add, minor fantasies, press digs: familiar find, terrible laugh, sleep 4 steps: ASI: +2 DEX (DEX 17) Add order: Auto Image 5 Steps: 6 Steps: 7 Steps: Add Avoidance Order: Transparent, Blur Drop Order: Sleep Level 8 Level:
Add Order: Fog Phase ASI: +2 DEX (DEX 19) 9 Step: 10 Level: ASI: +1 INT, +1 DEX (DEX 20, INT 16) Order Added : Hold Man Extra Cantlip: Cold Touch Step 11: Trusty Talent Extra Spell: Suggestion 12 Level: 13 Level: Versatile Trickster Additional Spell: Hypnotic Pattern 14 Level: Blind
Sense Additional Spell: Level 15 Flight: 16 Level: Add Spelling: Fear ASI: +2 INT (INT 20) 17 Step: 18 Level: 19 Level: Add Order: Large Transparent 20 Level: ASI: +2 CON (CON 14) Add order : Evad's black tentacles stroke of luck and you like the guide! If you have any questions or feel
like we missed something about 5e Vision Trickster, go ahead and post a comment below. Join Vision Kids if you like our content! Other Bad Subclass Guides
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